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1.

SUMMARY

This document outlines the conservation management strategy for a 19thC
stable and cartshed building situated at Pilfit, Newburgh, Coxwold, North
Yorkshire (SE 569 764).
The building is situated on raised ground approx. 0.4 miles S of Old Pilfit Farm, being part of
land in the ownership of New Pilfit Farm. It is reached via a narrow trackway that runs E-W
through the Newburgh Estate, and sits to the immediate E of a narrow strip of woodland
known as ‘Paradise Wood’.
The site incorporates a single building and stock enclosure, which is defined by stone walling
and makeshift fencing. The building is rectangular and comprises three compartments, with
a four-bay cartshed in the western half and two individual stable/loose boxes with wooden
mangers and hay-racks in the eastern half. The bays of the cartshed are marked by stout
cast iron columns with mouldings at top and bottom; the stables by wooden doorways and
square windows of oak. The king-post roof is of framed oak, pantiled over lath with lime
torching.
The rehabilitation of the site will be underpinned by a respect for and understanding of the
building, its construction materials and its setting ‘as found’. Intervention will seek only to
replace or reinstate fabric which no longer performs its structural function.
The building still serves an agricultural purpose, being available to grazing sheep as shelter.
It has been used in the recent past for releasing barn owls into the wild. During the later
C20, the field shelter and land around it was used for cattle, as well as sheep grazing and,
with horses no longer being used on the land, the site became available to these animals.
Overall, the building is in a fair condition. The walls are in a good state of repair, save for
some vertical cracking at the eastern and western extents of the N wall. However, the
current state of the roof is of immediate concern, where areas of failure have led to ongoing
water ingress and some decay of the internal joinery. The majority of the north roof pantiles
have been displaced by corrugated iron, with only the roof over the stables retaining its
original pantile.
The fields alongside, above and below the field shelter are typically wet and poorly drained
in the winter. At least 5 springs rise in the nearby landscape. Fields at the foot of the hill –
and also part of New Pilfit Farm – have been the subject of drainage schemes but fill readily
with standing water during winter, indicating heavy clay soils in the valley floor at this point.
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2.

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT AND STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The building was constructed as a combined stable and cartshed between 1864 and 1891,
the evidence for which is outlined below.
The building is located on land within the former boundary of the Newburgh Priory Estate,
which became the property of the Belasyse family after the dissolution of the monasteries
in 1539. The lands of Byland Abbey, as well as of Newburgh Priory were acquired by the
family at this time. The farm of which the site came to form a part was sold by the
Newburgh Estate to the Houlston family in the 1960s who sold to the current owner Selina
Scott, in 2002. The archive search has focused upon map evidence held as part of the
Newburgh Estate Archive at the North Yorkshire Record Office. This collection incorporates
Estate and Manorial Records (ZDV V), which also include detailed craftsmen’s notebooks
(ZDV V 10). These date from 1851 until 1939, and may yet shed further light on the history
and, perhaps, the precise construction date of the current building.
Preliminary investigative work at NYCRO has concentrated on map evidence to establish the
construction date of the building and the history of the site in general. The Newburgh Estate
Map of 1605 (NYCRO MIC 1504/145-157) shows the area now occupied by the building as
heavily wooded and within the estate boundary fence. To the SE is a rectangular, probably
timber-framed and thatched, building labelled ‘James Douthwhayts Intacke’. This would
ultimately evolve into the site of Park House Farm, alongside the beck to the SE of the
current field shelter. The woodland appears to have encompassed a number of springs, with
Skinner Spring being the nearest to the current building. A Plan of Newburgh made in 1744
(NYCRO MIC 1504/183-194) usefully shows the extent to which the estate and surrounding
holdings had developed, although no structures feature on or near the site of the cartshed
and stable building at this time. The woodland has been reduced in extent and is more
defined in keeping with its being part of a thoroughly landscaped deer park. The nearest
notable addition to the landscape appears further to the SW in the form of two structures,
with one having an attached enclosure. This is later marked as ‘Park House’ on a survey of
1817 (NYCRO MIC 2120/1-66), by which time the complex had grown into a star
arrangement, with much of the formal woodland of the Park having now been cleared. By
this date the site of ‘Park House Farm’ had also been established, perhaps as an asset of
Park House. This farm was situated immediately to the SE of the current site next to the
stream, an arrangement that remained unchanged according to a map of 1827 (NYCRO MIC
1504/199-206) and the Tithe Survey of 1846 (NYCRO T DN86).
Farm plans from an Estate survey of 1815 (NYCRO ZDV VI) show the extents of Park House
Farm and New Pelfet Farm. The plan of New Pelfet shows the farm overlapping the
Township boundaries of Old Byland and Newburgh. The land abuts the northern edge of the
fields in which Park House farm is located and in which the field shelter now currently
stands. There are two fields at this time, now currently only one, although the mound of a
largely lost stone wall remains. Park House Farm includes these two fields within Newburgh
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Township, but mainly consists of fields within Yearsley Township. (reference). Both farms
are clearly marked on the 1846 Tithe Map. (NYCRO T DN86).
The 1854 survey (NYCRO MIC 1504/323-340) shows Park House Farm as ‘Low Park Farm’,
perhaps indicating that by this stage a change in ownership – or tenancy - had taken place.
Park House has been redesignated as ‘Park House Farm’, its earlier status having since
diminished. Alternatively, however, it is possible that this designation is a cartographer’s
error. There is a ‘Low Park House’ to the east of Newburgh Priory. The area of woodland to
the immediate W of the site was yet to be cultivated, although a small crop of trees had
been established to the N of the current building. The change to Low Park Farm was
apparently short-lived, for subsequent surveys of 1856 and 1860 (www.digimap.edina.ac.uk)
mark the site as Park House Farm. An undated but c.1847 map of the area (NYCRO ZDV VI
58) prepared for the Yorkshire and Glasgow Union Railway by George Hudson identifies the
farm as ‘Barley’s Hind House’, apparently associating it with the Deer Park and perhaps
marking a reduction in the farm’s importance. The same map identifies New Pilfit Farm as
‘John Barley’s Farm’, and between New Pilfit and Newburgh Priory itself, there is a ‘John
Barley’s Barn’. This suggests that at least some of Park House Farm had been absorbed into
New Pilfit by 1847. It is conceivable that Barley was a wheat farmer from the valley floor,
and, enriched by the agricultural boom of the middle fifty years of the 19thC was expanding
into the sheepfarming higher- ground occupied by Park House Farm. In 1890 certainly, the
Barleys were a significant farming family locally, having several farms in neighbouring
Thornton Hill Township.
More significant changes to the site, both proposed and realised, then took place. In May
1853, the Thirsk and Malton Railway opened, connecting the area to the York- Scarborough
and Malton-Driffield lines. The line passed E-W just N of the current site of the field shelter,
along the Mowbray Valley floor; Ampleforth Station was a little way to the NW of the site.
Park House Farm is marked on a plan of 1860, although whether it was as a farmstead in its
own right or as an adjunct of New Pilfit Farm is not clear.
Shortly before 1864 a scheme was developed by the Leeds, North Yorkshire and Durham
Railway (LNYDR) to introduce a railway line through Newburgh, and through the site of Park
House Farm. The route that the railway would take was published (NYCRO MIC 2718/92),
and indicates that the site of the farm lay directly in the path of the line. However, the
farmstead would seem to have been demolished by this time, as there are no details of how
the farm was to be accommodated in the proposals, nor any indication of its outline on the
plan. This is in contrast to other farm sites in the locaility, such as Moor Farm to the W, for
which details were given. In the event these proposals were never brought to fruition, the
Bill for their enactment failing in Parliament in 1864, but may have yet been enough to
prompt the clearance of Park House Farm in anticipation of the development nonetheless. It
is possible, but not established by the archive, that some of the route may have been
purchased before the Act of Parliament was defeated. The proposed line was hugely
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ambitious, but enjoyed the enthusiastic support of local landowners and farmers
disenchanted with the NER who had absorbed the Thirsk and Malton line by this time
(Howat 2004, pp 6-7). It is notable that the 1875 ‘Plan of Newburgh Park’ surveyed by
George Smith includes the spur of land either side of the beck that ran through Park House
Farm, and the ‘corridor’ of land up to the boundary of the site of the farmstead itself. This is
the same corridor – although not quite as far as Colley Broach Road – as would have been
required by the LNYD railway. This ‘corridor’ is now part of New Pilfit Farm, and its western
boundary is the boundary between the modern New Pilfit and Lions Lodge Farms. It would
seem possible, therefore, that Sir George Wombell himself anticipated and supported the
over ambitious LNYD project and took steps to facilitate its passage through his land,
including one of his tenant’s farms. It was perhaps for this reason that Park House Farm was
demolished.
A parallel possibility is that the tenant at New Pilfit had demolished the farm by 1864, and
that its lands within Newburgh Township had been absorbed into New Pilfit Farm. However,
not all of the former fields of New Park Farm belong today to New Pilfit, with some of them
now forming Low Lion Lodge Farm. ‘Low Lions Lodge’ first appears on these lands in 1875.
On an 1892 map the same lodge is identified as ‘Lions’ Lodge Cottages.’ It is not clear that
Lions’ Lodge was a farm at the time of its construction – instead the site may have been
outlying Estate workers cottages, or a combination of these and a farmstead.
In the mid 19thC, the valley south of Park House and Pond Head Farms was populated by
several fish ponds (themselves probable remnants from the Priory), but no trees. By 1875,
the ponds remained but the valley had since been fully planted with trees (identified as
coniferous on the map of 1892). The valley is forested today, with larch. Also by the 1890s,
there is an ‘old quarry’ (first marked as a quarry in 1846) and a lime kiln due W of Lions’
Lodge, across the stream valley. It is possible, therefore, that Lions’ Lodge and its U-shaped
complex of cottages was accommodation for workers at the quarry, lime kiln and, quite
possibly, workers engaged in forestry. New Pilfit Farm extended across most of the former
land of Park House Farm at this time, some of these being sold much later when Lions’
Lodge evolved into a farmstead. ‘Lion Lodge’ farm today is composed of mainly later 19thC
and 20thC structures, That said, John William Hardcastle is listed in Kelly’s Directory of the
North and East Riding, 1913, as being a farmer resident at Low Lion Lodge (Kelly's Directory
of N & E Ridings of Yorkshire, 1913. [Part 1: Localities, Court & Trade Directories], p75) The
same directory lists Robert Houlston as a farmer in Newburgh, but without naming his farm.
It is possible, therefore, that the Houlston family who purchased the farm from the Estate in
the 1960s already tenanted the same in 1913.
Little remains to mark the passing of Park House Farm. However, the footprint of buildings
can be seen on the site, as well as the remnants of bridge abutments. A bridge had crossed
the stream immediately northwest of the farmyard carrying a roadway from Newburgh
Priory towards the current site of Lions Lodge and on to Yearsley. The stream itself formed
the boundary of Newburgh and Yearsley Townships. The 1875 Plan of Newburgh Park makes
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clear how routes through these lands had changed – a track runs S and SW through Herons
Gill Wood and on into Colley Broach Road. There is a track that runs from the lower (and
formerly middle) pond towards Newburgh Priory, joining the track that passed from the
bridge alongside Park House Farm along the northern edge of Paradise Wood and Prest
Wood. The track than continues to run towards and alongside the current site of the field
shelter is just off the edge of the 1875 map (and forms its boundary), as is the former site of
Park House Farm and the current site of the field shelter. It cannot be said with certainty,
therefore, from map evidence that the field shelter did not already exist in 1875.

Neither Park House Farm nor the Pilfit field shelter are marked upon the detailed plan of the
property of Sir George O Wombwell Bart (NYCRO MIC 1504/352-358) of 1875. Buildings on
the site of Low Lions Lodge are shown on the equivalent 1875 map of Yearsley Township
and may very well have been constructed, in part, at least, of materials recycled out of Park
House Farm. This may, of course, be true of the field shelter also. Stonemasons’ day books
throughout the second half of the C19 show that they were ‘pulling down’ buildings around
the Estate on occasion during these years. That this work was carried out by skilled
stonemasons would suggest that these demolitions were ordered and that materials were
being salvaged for re-use elsewhere. (NYCRO ZDV)
The arrival of the railway will have had a significant impact upon the local economy –
opening the area up to trade from elsewhere as well as offering the possibility of wider
markets for local farmers. For all the possibility of importing building materials after 1853,
however, the evidence of the field shelter is that the Newburgh Estate, at least, maintained
self-sufficiency in these: the materials of which the field shelter is made were all sourced
within the immediate locality. The king-post roof and all joinery of the shelter is oak,
unusually for the period when imported pine predominates; some of the common rafters
within the roof may be of Scot’s Pine, but this, too, was grown upon the Estate. The stone is
an immediately local cornbrash and the mortars made of local sands (a sand quarry is
identified in 1875 SW of Park House) as well as of lime almost certainly produced by kilns in
the immediate vicinity of the site (a lime kiln and adjacent quarry were located less than a
mile S and up hill of the site, already noted above). Even the riven lath of the roof is of Scots
Pine (pinus sylvestris) of probably local provenance. Maps drawn throughout the 19thC
make clear that the woodland of the Estate was of mixed coniferous and deciduous species.
‘Brick and tile works’ also existed nearby, between New Pilfit and Wass Grange, while a
brickyard was also owned by the Newburgh Estate at Oulston, for which the 19thC accounts
are held at the NYCRO.
On the railway, timber was a primary export from the area and huge volumes of stone
passed through Malton to Thirsk from the Wolds on the Malton and Driffield line (Howat
2003 82-87). After 1866 a line was built from Gilling, already a stop on the Thirsk and
Malton line to Helmsley, and on to Pickering, connecting the area to Whitby (Howat 2003 78). Timber remained a significant export before and during WWI and remained so as late as
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1947 when hundreds of tons of Larch were leaving Newburgh via Coxwold and Ampleforth
stations (Howat 87).
Forestry had clearly been a significant component of the activity in the landscape from at
least the mid-18thC onwards. In the Newburgh Estate archive there are valuations of timber
in 1774, 1776 and 1781 and sales of the same in 1786, 1789, 1790 and 1793, the first
recorded sale of timber having been in 1758. From 1863-1884, however, there are annual
timber accounts, as well as sawyers’ timebooks. A small enclosure marked by an unusual
icon within Prest wood -to the W of the current field shelter site-on the 1875 map may be
reasonably interpreted as a pit-saw site. On an earlier map, it is numbered as a uniquely
tenanted site. In sum, what may have begun in the mid-18thC as a thinning out of the
existing deciduous, mainly oak, woodlands of Newburgh Park had become a more
systematic commercial operation by the end of the 18thC. This continued to develop
throughout the19thC and well into the 20thC. The construction of the Malton and Thirsk
railway in the mid-19thC would have no doubt helped to sustain this by providing the
logistics for wider export.
What cannot, perhaps, have been foreseen by the planters of these trees during the
economic hey-day of British farming was the agricultural depression that was to set in after
1875, when cheaper imports of grain and wool, and even meat and dairy products, began to
flow in earnest from Australasia and North America, provoking the progressive collapse of
arable farming incomes (Whitlock 1983 pp177-209).
The pattern of change elucidated above seems to be a locally specific example of national
trends summarised in English Heritage’s major survey of historic farmsteads (see appendix
1).
In probably the late 1840s a relatively wealthy tenant farmer at New Pilfit had sought
expansion into beast and sheep farming to exploit the increasingly lucrative market for
meat, encouraged by both Estate policy and the various plans for new railways close by.
Indeed, the Thirsk and Malton railway that opened in 1853 was the third such planned line
through the area, the first having been drawn up in 1845.
It appears that the field shelter was not built during this period of expansion and change,
however, lest it be at its tail-end. It may not have been built by 1875 and agriculture fell into
severe depression from the later 1870s. Arable farm incomes fell by 40% between 1880 and
1900. (EH 4 (?add more to this ref). The production of grain in areas such as the Vale of
Mowbray, which were typically wet, however well drained they might be, could no longer
compete with imports from the New World and grain production in England became
concentrated in the drier eastern and southern regions of the country, such as East Anglia.
Whilst the export of milk on the railway would remain a fair potential income stream for the
tenant of New Pilfit, meat and cheese prices also declined in the face of competition from
abroad. (EH 4).
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OS Maps from 1891 and 1892 show the field shelter in place by these dates, along with
Paradise Wood to the W, planted almost entirely with conifers, probably larch. Paradise
wood today is populated mainly by sycamore with some silver birch and holly. The larch will
have been clear-felled. The current woodland would seem to serve mainly for firewood and
for pheasant cover. By this time, in 1892, William Brown was the tenant at New Pilfit Farm,
the Barleys having moved on (see above). John and William Barley were by now at Mount
Pleasant Farm in neighbouring Thornton Hill Township.
Significantly, therefore, the field shelter may have been built – to a high standard and
specification – at the start or sometime soon after the onset of agricultural depression. In
1605, the land around James Douthwayte’s Intake was wooded or pasture. There is a
threshing barn well to the NW of the site, and SW of New Pilfit – Acorn Hill Farm on the
1846 Tithe map - indicating that wheat was grown locally, on the Mowbray Valley floor, and
on the original extent of New Pilfit farm almost certainly. However, the elevated ground
around the field shelter probably remained as pasture for sheep, cattle and deer throughout
its history. Although a ‘lowland’ farm, the higher ground occupied by Park House Farm has
many of the characteristics of the higher ground of the North York Moors to the north The
nature of farming on the site – as compared to that around New Pilfit itself, a stone’s throw
away – might be compared to ‘hill-farming’ or, at least be seen as transitional.
It is seductive to imagine, then, that the field shelter was built in association with the tenant
farmer of New Pilfit diversifying into forestry and that the primary purpose of the stables
and cart-shed and fold yard was to accommodate horses and carts used to transport timber
from the nearby commercial woodland and on to Ampleforth station for export along the
Thirsk to Malton railway. The fold yard may have played some further function in the
storage and even the early stages of processing of timber.
Alternatively, the field shelter may have been built a little earlier than 1875, in the years
after the disappearance of Park House Farm and the absorption of some of its former lands
into the New Pilfit tenancy. While Low Lions Farm (and associated workers cottages)
focussed as much upon forestry as grazing, a spur of land in between was retained by
Newburgh Park itself - perhaps for strategic reasons to do with possible railway
development, or perhaps simply to provide passage for a fully active commercial timber
industry in the former parklands of Newburgh Priory. What is certain is that New Pilfit Farm
today comprises not only the two fields of Park House Farm that lay within Newburgh
Township, but also the spur of land either side of the stream held by Wombwell as part of
the Park in 1875. Importantly, the modern boundary between New Pilfit and Lions Lodge
Farms is the 1875 boundary between Newburgh Park and Low Lions Lodge.
With Park House Farm now lost and its former lands now associated with New Pilfit, some
several miles to the NW, the necessity for an outlying field shelter would have been clear,
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even without the above analysis, perhaps. Accommodating two shire horses and machinery,
as well as providing a fold yard and a minimum of three acres grazing, the transfer of
association of these lands from Park House to New Pilfit Farms would on its own make clear
sense of this site. However, it is almost certain that the disappearance of Park House Farm
in the early 1860s was a consequence of its consolidation into New Pilfit as early as 1847,
yet the field shelter was perhaps not deemed necessary until sometime after 1875, some
fifteen years after the apparent loss of equally useful or necessary buildings on the site of
Park House Farm. What machinery would the field shelter’s horses have pulled? It is
unlikely, at this late date, to have been ploughs or other machinery associated with arable
farming.
In the 1960s, the Houlston family purchased New Pilfit Farm from the Newburgh Estate.
New Pilfit itself is a former grange of Byland Abbey which fell to the Belasys family
immediately upon the Dissolution of both monastic houses. Therefore, with the sale of the
land in the 1960s, many centuries of continuity of ownership came to an end.

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
The combined cartshed and stable building is significant for the following reasons:
•

•
•

•

•

The building is a virtually intact example of a later 19thC cartshed, stable building
and fold yard with its associated fixtures and fittings, having generally escaped
modern alteration. It is larger than most other examples locally.
The building is a rare regional example of a detached cartshed never closely
associated with an immediately adjacent farmstead(1).
The building now provides the only tangible link to a much deeper story of
farming on the site, and illuminates in microcosm major shifts in the patterns of
farming and the wider economic downturn in farming in the L19thC when
farmsteads – having previously expanded - were forced to redevelop, retract and
diversify.
The building forms part of a wider story involving the coming and going of one
farmstead; its absorbtion by another and its later diversification under the impact of
global economic change, all within the context of a significant regional Estate.
The building and its environs offer an attractive composition to the rural landscape,
and help to characterise the vernacular style of the region through the use of locally
sourced materials and traditional building techniques even after the arrival of the
railway nearby.
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•

For a building of its function, the quality of the materials used and the high standard
of craftsmanship deployed, strongly manifests its association with a major local
landowner, namely the Belaysys, and later Wombwell, family at Newburgh Priory.

The building remains in an agricultural use, although more informally than originally, and
remains an asset to be valued given that many other buildings of this type may not have
escaped conversion or demolition in the past. Equally important is its role as a suitably
sensitive and appropriate environment for the release of barn owls into the wild.

1

EH/CC [2006] 6.3.2: “cartsheds nearly always form part of one of the main ranges of buildings and are
rarely detached structures.”
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3.

ANALYSIS AND RECORDING

The New Pilfit field shelter is of straightforward vernacular construction, incorporating
locally available materials and the construction skills of locally available craftsmen. Although
clearly designed, the level of design would have been within the competence of these
craftsmen. The landowner commissioning this structure was the Newburgh Estate. The
Estate or the tenant farmer, or both would have specified the field shelter. The building
comprises a cartshed open on the S side and two stables. The enclosing and dividing walls of
the building are of stone and of solid wall construction. The roof is carried upon stone
gables and – over the cartshed – upon king-post trusses. To the S, open side of the cartshed, the trusses are carried by cast iron columns. The floors are – or were originally –
cobbled, as was the fold yard which is contained within a stone wall of similar construction
to the main building.
The roof is of pantile over lime mortar-torched riven Scots Pine lath. Within, there are three
king post trusses of quartered oak, circular sawn on two sides, hewn upon the others. All
other elements of the roof – rafters, purlins, ridge and wallplates, are generally of oak, but
some elements of each may be of Scots Pine or Larch. The north principal rafter of the
westernmost truss, for example, displays a multitude of small knots consistent with fast and
closely grown commercial larch. Some, at least, of the rafters are of larch or Scots Pine. The
king-post roof is of confident construction, lacking the heel straps or other ‘insurance’
bracing typically associated with such roofs. The pitch is 42 degrees, relatively steep and
reiterating the confidence of its carpenters and joiners who, the framer’s marks make clear,
created the trusses elsewhere before bringing them to site for assembly. This fact alone
indicates that the building as a whole was designed, planned and dimensioned prior to
construction. The only iron-work is the coach bolt with caged nut that ties king post and tie
beam together – essential for the performance of the frame. The trusses rely otherwise
upon the accomplishment of the joints and their ability to absorb the forces of compression
within the truss.
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Loads and forces on a king-post truss, (Yeomans 2003 p115 figure 6.1)
The jointing with the king-post of both principal rafters and braces is perpendicular, not
raking, which would theoretically avoid the need for metal bracing. The absence of even a
bridle joint at the junction between the major rafter and the tie-beam makes the absence of
heel straps the more surprising, however, and asks alot of the mortis and tenon joints.

Heel joint showing:a) bearing surface to take horizontal and vertical components of the
rafter thrust; b) the area behind the mortice loaded in shear parallel to the grain (from
Yeomans 2003 p 52 figure 3.3).
Such a style harks back to the pattern of king post roof construction more common in the
earlier 18thC, before the development of bridle joints and heel straps to strengthen the
connection at this point, an anxiety promoted by Christopher Wren and Hawksmoor’s
intuitive suspicions about the ultimate performance of form of roof (Yeomans 2003 40-41).
This anxiety was not shared by the carpenters of this roof -there are no pegs or nails at the
joints, but the seating of these is carefully crafted to take best advantage of the directions of
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compression within the frame as a whole. There are two runs of two trenched purlins to
each roof slope which overlap one another and project each beyond the principal rafters of
the central truss. The overlapping purlins are not jointed or otherwise attached either to
one another or the truss. This double purlin arrangement – when one set of purlins half way
up the roof would have been generally considered sufficient for a roof of such span – will
have contributed to the strength of this roof and to its lack of sag or deflection.
The tiebeams connect to the wallplates with a lap dovetail joint. This is designed to mitigate
the thrust imposed by the common rafters upon the wall.
The door and window joinery is of oak and is framed – all joints are mortice and tenoned
and pegged.
The walls of the field shelter are of coursed random rubble, of solid wall construction, laid in
a lime-rich mortar. The stone is locally quarried cornbrash limestone. This has some sand
and iron content but is mainly oolitic limestone. The silica content of local stone increases
towards Coxwold. The mortar comprises sharp and fine sand in roughly equal proportion
and is rich in lime. Samples have all the typical characteristics of a ‘hot-mixed’ lime mortar,
and would seem of a softness that would suggest that the lime used had little hydraulic
potential. There is every reason to suppose that the lime was burned in the kiln about half a
mile to the N of the field shelter just within the current boundary of Herons Gill plantation.
The limestone for the kiln, as well, perhaps as for the construction of the field shelter will
have been sourced from the quarry alongside. This inherent compatibility of stone and
mortar will have contributed to the enduring good condition of the masonry of the field
shelter.
The fold yard wall is also of mortared, solid wall construction. The stone is local cornbrash;
the lime mortar of similar character and composition to that of the field shelter, with which
the fold yard wall is contemporary.
There has been no significant structural evolution of the field shelter since its construction.
However, the use of the site has evolved: from horse stables, cartshed and fold yard to use
as a shelter for cattle and for sheep, as well as the husbandry of the same. The only change
to the building itself, since construction, has been the introduction of a doorway in the E
elevation which incorporates a former window into its opening. Elsewhere, pantiles to much
of the N slope of the roof have been expediently displaced by corrugated iron and other
metal sheeting. Similarly, cobbled surfaces in both loose box stables have been displaced –
or covered – by concrete surfaces.

Measured Drawings and recording photographs
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FIGURES

Figure 1: Location and site plan of the combined cartshed and stables, Pilfit (SE 569 764)
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Figure 2: cartshed and stable building from SE looking NW
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Figure 2: 1605 Estate Map of Newburgh (NYCRO MIC 1504/145-157)
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Figure 3: 1744 survey showing area to SW of current site (NYCRO MIC 1504/183-194)
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Figure 4: 1817 survey (↖ N, NYCRO MIC 2120/1-66)
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Figure 6 Newburgh Estate plan of New Pilfit Farm, 1815 (ZDV MIC 1285/3751)
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Figure 7 Newburgh Estate plan, Park House Farm, 1815 (ZDV MIC 1285/3751)
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Figure 8: 1827 survey (↖N, NYCRO MIC 1504/199-206)
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Figure 9 proposed route of Hudson’s line through Newburgh Estate, undated but 1845-47 (NYCRO MIC 1504/497-498)
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Figure 10 section of same, showing John Barley’s Farm (New Pilfit) and Barley’s Hind House (Park House Farm), 1845-47
(NYCRO ZDV/VI 58)
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Figure 11: part of H Scott’s 1846 Newburgh Township Tithe Map, showing New Pilfit and Park House Farms (NYCRO
ZDV/VI)
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Figure 12: 1854 survey (↖ N, NYCRO MIC 1504/323-340)
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Figure 13: 1856 survey (←N, EDINA)
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Figure 14: Route of proposed LNYDR line 1864 (← N NYCRO ZDV/VI MIC 2718/92)
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Figure 15: 1875 Property Map (NYCRO MIC 1504/352-358)
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Figure 5: OS 1891 (EDINA)
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Figure 6: OS 1892 (←N, EDINA)
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Ordnance Survey 1911
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Figure 7: View along track looking W towards cartshed and stable building, and Paradise Wood, base of original drystone
wall boundary in mid-ground

Figure 8: View looking SE towards earthwork remains of Park House Farm, adjacent to stream
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Figure 9: E gable
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Figure 10: E gable, ventilation detail

Figure 11: Stables, view from S looking N
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Figure 12: W stable interior, from S looking N

Figure 13: W stable interior, gable and roof detail
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Figure 14: E stable interior, from S looking N

Figure 15: E stable, roof detail
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Figure 16: Cartshed section, from S looking NW

Figure 17: Cartshed, view from S looking W
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Figure 18: Cartshed, iron column detail
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Figure 19: Cartshed, king-post roof with lath and lime torching under pantiles

Figure 20: Cartshed, truss detail showing carpenters assembly marks
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Figure 21: Cartshed, roof detail

Figure 22: View from S through enclosure looking N
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Figure 23: W gable from Paradise Wood

Figure 24: N wall, view from N looking S
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Figure 25: Exterior wall detail

Figure 26: Interior wall detail
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Figure 33 Paradise wood, looking towards the W
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Figure 34 former road running E- W at S side of site, looking W, towards Newburgh Priory
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Figure 35, remnant lime kiln, now within Heron’s Gill Wood, 300 yards N of field shelter

Site of former quarry, with field shelter in middle distance
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4.

WILDLIFE SURVEY
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5.

CONDITION SURVEY

The field shelter is in a fair condition; the effects of normal wear and tear and aging have
been mitigated by the high quality of its construction materials.
Roof
The roof is of pantile over lime mortar-torched riven Scots Pine lath. Within, there are three
king post trusses of quartered oak, circular sawn on two sides, hewn upon the others. All
other elements of the roof – rafters, purlins, ridge and wallplates, are also of oak, but some
elements of each may be of Scots Pine or Larch. The north principal rafter of the
westernmost truss, for example, displays a multitude of small knots consistent with fast and
closely grown commercial larch. Some, at least, of the rafters are of larch or Scots pine.

The king-post roof is of confident construction, lacking the heel straps or other ‘insurance’
bracing typically associated with such roofs. The pitch is 42 degrees, relatively steep and
reiterating the confidence of its carpenters and joiners who, the framer’s marks make clear,
created the trusses elsewhere before bringing them to site for assembly. This fact alone
indicates that the building as a whole was designed, planned and dimensioned prior to
construction. The only iron work is in the coach bolt with caged nut that ties king post and
tie beam together – essential for the performance of the frame. The trusses rely otherwise
upon the accomplishment of the joints and their ability to absorb the forces of compression
within the truss.

The jointing with the king-post of both principal
rafters and braces is perpendicular, not raking,
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which would theoretically avoid the need for metal bracing. The absence of even a bridle
joint at the junction between the major rafter and the tie-beam makes the absence of heel
straps the more surprising, however, and asks alot of the mortis and tenon joints.
Such a style harks back to the pattern of king post roof construction more common in the
earlier C18, before the development of bridle joints and heel straps to strengthen the
connection at this point, an anxiety promoted by Christopher Wren and Hawksmoor’s
intuitive suspicions about the ultimate performance of form of roof (Yeomans 2003 40-41).
This anxiety was not shared by the carpenters of this roof -there are no pegs or nails at the
joints, but the seating of these is carefully crafted to take best advantage of the directions of
compression within the frame as a whole. There are two runs of two trenched purlins to
each roof slope which overlap one another and project each beyond the principal rafters of
the central truss. The overlapping purlins are not jointed or otherwise attached either to
one another or the truss. This double purlin arrangement – when one set of purlins half way
up the roof would have been generally considered sufficient for a roof of such span – will
have contributed to the strength of this roof and to its lack of sag or deflection.

purlins overlapping truss and one another

There is no deflection or separation of the trusses that may be attributed to any
constructional deficiency and there would seem to be no reason to add straps or braces at
this time. The tie rod of the easternmost truss needs tightening.
There has been some furniture beetle activity in the sapwood margins of the tie-beams and
major rafters of the trusses. This is unlikely to be active and is anyway insignificant in
structural terms.
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There has been some decay at the ends of some of the trenched purlins in the vicinity of
their joints with the major rafters, extensive decay of the wallplate and some isolated decay
of the ends of some of the common rafters. An embedded tie plate in the west wall has
suffered significant decay at its north end and its original connection with the north wallplate has been lost.

lost wall and tie plates, NW corner

Decayed lower purlin ends, central truss

The north wall plate is substantially
decayed. It is mainly continuous, the tiebeams of the trusses sitting upon it and
jointed with a lap dove-tail joint and then
rebated to sit equally upon wall-plate and stone wall. This latter detail has prevented decay
of the wallplate being reflected in deflection of the roof as a whole. However, the restraint
function of the tie-beams, countering the outward thrust upon the masonry wall of the
common rafters has been compromised as the wallplate itself has decayed. Also, the
different performance of the solid stone wall at the north and the open shed at south, with
the potential for differential movement in the face of partial decay of the roof structure as a
whole has allowed erratic deflection of the iron columns and is reflected in slight outward
movement of the north wall.
east tie-beam, which has been pulled away from
wallplate by erratic movement of the iron column
opposite, exposing part of the lap dovetail joint
between tie-beam and severely decayed wallplate
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This has led to separation cracking at the junctions of south-north walls with the north. To
the south the trusses bear upon the iron shoes at the tops of the cast iron columns which
also hold the ends of the beam wallplates as well as upon the wallplate. There will be a lap
dove-tail joint between tie-beam and wallplate but of lesser depth. The beam wallplate over
the open south side of the cartshed is not apparently continuous, the ends of each sitting in
the iron shoes to either side of the tie beams of the trusses and into the masonry walls at
either end. All four of these beams have suffered some decay as a result of leaks in the roof
above. All will need to be replaced. The beam to the west of the central column has only
minimal bearing within the iron saddle.
It will be essential to retain the lap dovetail connection between the tie-beams and new,
replacement wall-plates. This will be especially important because the roof will once more
carry the full weight of pantiles and lime torching, the overall load being currently reduced
by the presence of much lighter corrugated iron sheeting.

Within the cartshed, one complete rafter will require replacement and 8 rafter feet will
need repair. To the south side, 8 rafter feet will require repair. All decay has been the
consequence of long-standing moisture penetration.

T

A section of the central truss at the west side of the junction with the principal rafter has
suffered decay and beetle attack. The sapwood margin of the tie-beam also formed the side
of the mortis. This represents a clear potential compromise in the performance of the truss.
The shoulder of the joint and the end of the tenon of the principal rafter bear between
them the force of compression in a king post roof. One shoulder has effectively lost its
capacity to accept and share this compressive thrust. This of more concern since the
principal rafters in the trusses of this roof are off-set and not centred upon the top of the
tie-beam. There is no obvious explanation for this. The decayed shoulder is the one with the
least sectional volume. A new section of seasoned oak will need to be introduced to reassert
the strength of the joint at this point and the addition of an iron heel strap in this location
may be prudent.
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On the south side, 4 upper rafter ends will require repair.
The purlin that anchors into the masonry at the west end of the cart shed, on the north side
is decayed at this end and will require repair. Over the central truss on the north side both
lower purlin ends are decayed and will require localised repair. Over the eastern truss,
similarly, as well as possible full replacement of an upper purlin, all on the north side.
Upper and lower purlins to the south side are sound and in good condition.
Over the western stable, the purlins are bedded at each end into the masonry but are
sound. Some lath has been lost to decay but the majority may be left in situ and retorched
as necessary, with new lath patched in where it is missing or substantially decayed. The
northern wallplate is decayed and will require 100% replacement. One rafter end requires
repair. To the south side, wallplate and rafters are in a sound condition.
Over the eastern stable, there has been similar localised decay of lath. The lower purlin on
the north side has a decayed end which will require repair.
The condition of original roofing battens, which survive also beneath later tin sheeting, is
generally sound and should be retained and repaired as necessary.
Across the roof as a whole, tin sheet will be removed and replaced with new or reclaimed
pantiles to match the originals. All existing pantiles will need to be carefully removed and
set aside for reuse. All battens and surviving lath will need to be inspected and repaired or
replaced as necessary. Where battens have suffered only localised decay, then new sections
should be pieced in over common rafters – modern tannelised roofing battens will be less
durable than the existing, placing a premium upon the retention of as many and as much of
the original battens as possible and structurally prudent.
Sufficient riven lath survives – and survived the reroofing in corrugated iron - on the north
side of the roof to demonstrate that this was the pattern of the roof and that it was torched.
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The south side, however, and for all that it retains its original pantiles, offers no evidence of
lath. This may be because this side was re-tiled at the time that tin roofing was placed upon
the north side, pantiles from each side being condensed to create one complete side. It
seems unlikely that the south side of the roof was unlathed originally when all other
sections of the roof were.
Surviving lath over the cartshed should be removed and set aside for re-use. The whole roof
should be relathed and torched as part and parcel of the roof repair. Neither need nor
justification exists for the displacement of torched lathing by roofing felt, ‘breathable’ or
otherwise. This repair will require the careful removal of the pantiles and the localised
repair or replacement of roofing battens.
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Other Joinery

Western stable:
The lower section of the two part ‘barn’ door of this stable has been lost and replaced with
one of marine ply whilst reusing the original hinges.

The feet of the doorframe have decayed although the jambs remain supported by probably
original iron stirrups that secured the base of the frame to the sandstone threshold. A new
lower section of oak door of similar pattern and modelled upon the surviving door of the
adjoining, east stable and to match the surviving upper section of the door will be required,
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which will reuse original ironmongery. New oak feet should be scarfed into the base of the
jambs and the original stirrups reinstated around these. The horizontal oak bar that frames
the ventilation grill above the door has suffered extensive decay in its top surface which has
allowed the slats to fall away, the mortis having been lost. This bar will require like for like
replacement and slats replaced new if the originals cannot be found on site.

The oak window has suffered minor decay to the base of its jambs but has lost almost all of
its cill to rot. The tenon of the right-hand jamb has been lost to decay.

This loss has allowed inward deflection of the frame bottom to top, tilting the whole
forwards, as well as the loss of all five of its vertical slats. The window will require careful
removal and the attachment of a new oak cill using mortis, tenon and pegged joints as
originally, as well as the reintroduction of new or existing but displaced slats. The inner cill is
a 1” thickness oak plank which continues into the masonry to the west of the reveal. It is in a
poor condition but every effort should be made to conserve it at this stage. Replacement
may prove necessary.
The original manger has collapsed is dispersed within the stable. Whilst some sections are
lost to decay, others remain sound. The manger should be reinstated using as much of the
original as possible and to the pattern of the manger which survives in the adjoining stable.
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The hay rack is sound except for a decayed and deflecting section of its lower bar – a new
section of timber to match should be scarfed into this decayed section, or else a steel brace
attached.

.
Eastern stable
The doorframe has suffered similar decay at lower levels to that of the adjoining stable and
will require similar repair. One peg has rotted out and should be reinstated. The ventilation
panel over will require 7 new slats, as well as a new horizontal bar, the top of the original
having rotted out, depriving the slats of connection.

The lower section of the door itself survives, although in an apparently poor condition.
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Some of its planks have been gnawed by animals held within. The upper section of the door
is not attached but survives within the stable in a good condition. It should be reattached.

Every effort should be made to refurbish the existing lower door with a minimum of
replacement. However, significant loss of tongue and groove joints have been lost;
refurbishment may prove to be untenable and replacement with new prove necessary.
It is notable that the two surviving sections of upper door have a small cockbead to one
edge of their planks whilst the surviving lower door does not. The dimensions of the planks
are regular and similar on both upper door sections but are irregular on the surviving lower
door. It may indicate that this lower section of door is not itself original.
The window is in a reasonable condition but is missing two vertical slats. Partial or full
replacement of the cill may be necessary. The left hand jamb is not original and is of a
smaller section than all others. This should be replaced with a properly dimensioned oak
jamb of original detail.
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The manger is in a sound condition. The hay rack has decayed similarly to that of the
adjoining stable and should be similarly repaired with either timber scarf or steel brace.

To the east of this loose box stable, an earlier window has been vertically extended to form
a narrow door opening. The reveal of the former window opening remains well-defined and
well-formed. The reveals of the lower extension were roughly hacked out and are roughly
blathered with an ordinary Portland cement mortar – the only incidence of opc throughout
the building. A marine plywood door that previously hung upon pintels driven into the
exterior masonry and rudely covered the opening across its outside – never fitting within
the opening – lies upon the floor of the stable. The making of this doorway is probably quite
recent and would post-date any use of the stable for its original purpose. The window
should be reformed, the masonry reinstated after full removal of the opc mortar. A new oak
window will be required, modelled upon those that survive to the south. There is no clear
evidence of a stone cill having been removed, suggesting that this opening mirrored that
high in the west gable of the cartshed.
The lintol over the opening whilst probably original was formed of one inch thick planks of
oak, one on top of the other. This design and the removal of the relatively robust window
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frame beneath has allowed significant downward deflection of the ‘lintol’ which is reflected
in the masonry above, which has dropped. The planks are not decayed, however, their aging
offers a certain aesthetic appeal and they are, on the face of it, original – if slightly
misguided – fabric. Removal of the triangle of disrupted stonework above and the
introduction of a hidden lintol of steel to be concealed within the reinstated masonry, as
well as the introduction of a new oak window would stabilise this detail. The head of the
new window would need to be scribed to accept the deflection. It may be sufficient to
install a window, allowing the cracking to the exterior stonework – and which is not
reflected within - to be consolidated with mortar.

Above the current doorway and former window there is a triangular formation of terracotta
pipes. Whilst these will have provided necessary ventilation for the stable, they will have
allowed easy access for doves and other birds – a deliberate double function illustrated,
perhaps, by the existence of oak plank ledges beneath each course of pipes. All but one of
these has decayed and that which survives has lost all projection. They may have been
simple ‘spacers’ between the pipes and may not have projected, but this would seem an
unnecessarily weak detail, since mortar would have performed as good a job. It is assumed,
therefore, that they were previously projecting ledges to facilitate access for doves and that
they should be reinstated with an inevitably speculative outward projection.
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Iron columns and other iron elements
Three circular cast iron columns, with moulded circular bases and two orders of beading
towards the top as well as with entasis support the wall-plates in shoes and, therefore, the
roof above the south side of the cart shed. They create 4 bays between the west stable and
west gable walls.

Whilst these are fairly plumb east to west, they are not at all from north to south, having
deflected in one or other direction in response to decay patterns in the wall-plates and
consequently variable thrusts from the roof.

The base of the columns, which have also a base plate which was pinned to a flat spreader
stone beneath ground level originally, have been buried over time beneath the composted
dung of animals using the site.
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This dung and moisture has led to some surface pitting and corrosion at lower level but the
structural integrity of these elements remains intact. They will be realigned as part of the
roof repair works, at which time they should be brushed down with fine stainless steel
brushes, primed and appropriately painted as defence against further corrosion. The ground
level of the cartshed should be dug down to its original cobbled surface level, revealing the
full length of the columns as originally intended, as well, of course, as the original cobbled
floor.
All door furniture and fittings are of iron and although they exhibit some minor corrosion,
these are all essentially sound and should be refurbished, in situ wherever possible or
before attachment to renewed elements.
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Rainwater goods.
There is a plastic gutter attached to the exposed wall plate of the south elevation. To the
north elevation, the wallplate is – or has been previously – faced with stone. There is no
evidence that a gutter has ever existed to the north elevation. There are right-angled iron
brackets to the south elevation gutter, as well as more recent half-round gutter brackets,
suggesting that the existence of a gutter to the south is an original detail. The shape of the
brackets suggest that this was original guttering of square section. It will have been of cast
iron. The downpipe of the plastic gutter was previously located between the doorways of
the stables, but no formed drain is evident in this area. It is probable that the cobbled
surface against the building was laid with a depression and fall towards the west boundary
where there is an original outlet at the base of the dry stone wall. Reinstated working
rainwater goods to the south elevation should be of cast iron and should fall, perhaps, to a
downpipe at the eastern end of the building which might feed into a hopper to collect grey
water for use on the site. Alternatively, a cobble drain may be formed against the building to
carry water that runs from the roofs away to the west, as before.

Masonry
Floors.
As noted above, the floor of the cartshed is cobbled. A small area was excavated for
inspection in February 2010. The cobbled surface in the area inspected was of sound
condition. The cobbles themselves are angular rather than river or sea washed and are
probably from harder beds of the local cornbrash limestone. The whole of the cartshed floor
is covered by between 6 and 9 inches of composted animal dung. Although the most recent
use for the site has been sheep grazing, the dung made clear earlier use of the site by cattle.
The cartshed should be carefully cleared of accumulated dung to reveal the cobbled surface
which should be repaired like-for-like and as necessary.
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Consistent with the use of the site by working shire horses, the fold yard also appears to
have been fully cobbled. Two small areas of inspection would suggest that this cobbled
surface has been more disrupted than the interior floor of the cartshed. It would seem that
a layer of sandy aggregate has been laid over the original surface in more recent years, the
cobbled surface having perhaps become disrupted by its use by cattle as shire horses were
no longer used upon the land. A heap of soil over the dry stone wall to the immediate west
of the site contains numerous rounded cobbles, suggesting that the site was scraped by a
machine and levelled before the application of a top dressing of hardcore. Grass and weeds
have subsequently grown over this top dressing. Further investigation of the condition of
the original surface of the fold yard will be required although it will be an objective of the
works to regain and to refurbish the original surface if possible.

The floors of both stables are of modern concrete. This has likely displaced or overlaid
original cobbles and is at a somewhat higher level than either southern threshold. The
introduction of this functional but relatively impermeable surface has led to an excess of
ground moisture rising into the lower levels of the walls of both stables facilitating extensive
growth of algae, as well as to some sacrificial loss of lime mortar due to the
cryptofluorescence of ground salts carried into the masonry in solution. This concrete
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should be carefully broken up and removed. It is to be hoped that this will reveal original
cobbled surfaces. If not, then cobbles may be reinstated, although lime concrete would be
an option also, depending upon budgets.
The old and historic trackway beyond the north gateway of the fold yard still shows its
cobbled surface and this will almost certainly reflect the original surface of the fold yard.

Fold yard wall.
The stone wall that encloses the fold yard is in a generally sound condition although locally
disrupted in places. Appearing, perhaps, to be of drystone construction at first glance, it is
mortared with a lime mortar similar in character to that of the field shelter. A long section
that ran away from the SW corner of the building to a surviving gateway has been lost,
replaced expediently with corrugated iron panels which are themselves loosely attached to
the remains of an older post and rail fence. The surviving section of wall on the east leans
slightly towards the west but this is off no structural concern.
The wall is composed of relatively small, immediately sourced stones. These will most likely
have been sourced from the nearby quarry or have been recycled from buildings or walls on
the site of Park House Farm. There are stubs of similar, but dry stone, walls within the
adjacent meadow, (which was two fields whilst Park House Farm remained upon the site),
as well as along the southern boundary of Paradise Wood to the immediate west of the site.
Another such wall remains much diminished along the boundary of Herons Gill wood, to the
north of the site. The stone is a local cornbrash – a sandy limestone cum calcareous
sandstone similar to that used in the construction of the field shelter, although somewhat
more bitty, from less well-defined beds, perhaps.
ruinous walls above the field shelter site,
adjacent to Herons Gill plantation.
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Repairs to small areas of disruption will be necessary, as well as realignment of some coping
stones.

A section of wall to the east of the north gateway has a steep diagonal crack. This should be
investigated and packed with lime mortar.
It is questionable whether the wall as a whole should, or needs to be repointed. The
deficiency of mortar at the face is not currently a structural problem; the multitude of nooks
and crannies provided by the wall in its current condition will provide a rich habitat for very
many creatures. It will be necessary to fill only those cavities in the wall that are especially
open or deep and which may cause localised structural damage were they to be left.
That the wall is mortared might be interpreted as appropriate – even necessary – to the use
of the fold yard by big and heavy horses, it is also further evidence of the high specification
for this site; its status and importance. At the same time, the quarry and lime kiln were close
enough by for this level of specification not to have been an extravagance. All other walls of
this character locally, however, are dry laid.
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Whilst it might be an ideal objective of this project to reinstate the missing section of wall,
like stone is no longer available locally. Sourcing like material from ‘redundant’ walls of
similar construction would be ethically dubious. The nearby quarry has been completely
infilled and topped off with soil. It is proposed, therefore, that this section of the fold yard
boundary be properly and appropriately fenced for the current use of the site: sheep
grazing.

Field Shelter
The masonry walls of the field shelter are in a generally sound condition. Despite several
areas of cracking which will require attention, there is no untoward structural deflection.
The walls of the field shelter are of coursed random rubble, of solid wall construction, laid in
a lime-rich mortar. The stone is locally quarried cornbrash limestone. This has some sand
and iron content but is mainly oolitic limestone. The silica content of local stone increases
towards Coxwold. The mortar comprises sharp and fine sand in roughly equal proportion
and is rich in lime. Samples have all the typical characteristics of a ‘hot-mixed’ lime mortar,
and would seem of a softness that would suggest that the lime used had little hydraulic
potential. There is every reason to suppose that the lime was burned in the kiln about half a
mile to the north of the field shelter just within the current boundary of Herons Gill
plantation. The limestone for the kiln, as well, perhaps as for the construction of the field
shelter will have been sourced from the quarry alongside. This inherent compatibility of
stone and mortar will have contributed to the enduring good condition of the masonry of
the field shelter.
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There is no evident decay – and only natural weathering – of the stone, there having been
no repointing of this structure with inappropriate and damaging ordinary Portland cement
mortar.

Remains of lime kiln and samples of field
shelter mortar. Note pockets of air-slaked
lime within the mortar, typical of hot lime
mixing.

Externally
South elevation
The stone and mortar of this elevation is in a good condition. Some facing mortar has been
lost at low level due mainly to the loss off a down pipe from the gutter, leading to a
concentration of moisture and splashing and excessive moisture levels at the foot of the
wall which has given traction to salt and frost activity. Algal growth illustrates the extent of
this problem. A small amount of repointing will be necessary, therefore.
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East elevation
As discussed in the joinery section, there has been subsidence of the lintol over a former
window now doorway. It is proposed to regain the original window, infilling the lower level
of the current doorway with stone as before. A robust oak window frame will be introduced
which will arrest further downward bending of the plank lintol. After introduction of the
window, the diagonal cracking in the masonry above will be consolidated with lime mortar,
with helibars introduced as necessary to stitch the area back together. The cracking is not
reflected internally. The mortar of this elevation is in a sound condition. A small amount of
repointing at lowest levels will be necessary.
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North elevation
This elevation is in a generally good condition, although there are two areas of significant
cracking in the length of the north elevation, at the east and west ends. That towards the
east is of minimal concern; that at the west of slightly greater. Both reflect slightly uneven
settlement over time promoted by accumulations of moments of decay to key elements of
the roof, especially where decay of the wallplate has reduced the restraining capacity of the
tiebeams of the trusses. The eastern end of the building was well-braced against deflection
induced by the downward thrust of the common rafters by two tied in masonry cross walls
as well as by the eastern gable wall. The crack to the west end is wider and of greater extent
because it enjoyed only the bracing of the west gable wall. Loss of attachment between the
wallplate and the timber brace within the west gable will have contributed to a greater
potential for movement hereabouts. This connection and strengthening will be regained as
part of the works. An investigation of the nature and condition of the footings at this corner
would be prudent and some localised action taken if necessary. It is likely, however, that the
careful stitching of this crack with stone or clay tile and with helibar in association with the
regaining of full and proper performance in the roof, will be sufficient to arrest any further
movement. The main source of the problem is the reduced attachment between the
wallplate over the north wall and the tie beams as a result of decay of the wallplates and
decay or weakening of the lap dovetail joints between these and the tie beams. Discussed
above, this has meant that the downward thrust of the common rafters has enjoyed
reduced counteracting restraint from the tie-beams of the trusses over the cartshed in more
recent years. The north wall has tended, therefore, to deflect under the load of the roof.
Before the connection of the gable plate and north wallplate was broken by decay at the
west end, and whilst the north south walls of the stables as well as the east gable
maintained a tight grip of their respective ends of the north wall, the long section of wall
between was able to move differentially, forcing the cracking to occur. This potential will be
much reduced by interventions associated with the roof repair – and in particular – the reintroduction of attachment between the wallplate(s) and the tie-beams. This should
minimise the potential for further outward movement of the north wall.
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The wall top of some two-thirds of this elevation has been disrupted by the addition of
corrugated iron roofing. This will need to be rebuilt in association with the installation of a
new wallplate and re-roofing works.
There has been some localised sacrificial decay of lime mortar at lower levels where
repointing will be required.

West elevation
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The west elevation has been overhung or abounded by woodland since the time of its
construction. Now mixed, the woodland planted just before the field shelter was
constructed was predominantly larch, which was subsequently felled and exported.
The wall is not, however, excessively damp though there has been a greater attrition of
mortar at lower levels than elsewhere. Some three square metres of repointing will be
necessary. Stones at the top of the gable are somewhat disrupted and will need to be
rebidded during the course of re-roofing.

Internally
Inside of west elevation
As externally, there has been some disruption of stonework at the top of the gables.
There has been slight forward deflection along the length of the north wall which is
reflected in some separation cracking where this abuts the west gable as well as the stable
walls. This is not of concern but requires deep-filling with lime coarse lime mortar and
pieces of clay tile.
Approximately 2 metres of the timber brace that is built into the gable at the level of the
north and south wallplates has decayed and will require replacement. Some slight
disruption of the masonry above this may be anticipated during its repair and some
consolidation will be required after this repair.
Approximately 4 square metres of repointing will be required at low level.
Inside of north elevation, within cartshed
The wall top has been disrupted internally as well as externally when tin sheet roofing has
been installed. Some 2 metres linear will require rebedding. Some consolidation may be
required in association with the installation of new wallplate.
Generally, the condition of this wall is good. No more than 2 square metres of repointing
will be required.

Cartshed side of west stable wall
Neither of the internal north south walls that define the stables have peaks to their gables.
This was to facilitate the necessary ventilation of the stables of hard-working horses. The
upper purlins of the roof rest on top of the wall-tops, unencapsulated by masonry.
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There is some separation cracking at the junction of this wall with the north wall. This
should be consolidated with lime mortar and clay tile. Seven stones are loose across the wall
and should be rebidded. Approximately 2 square metres of repointing will be required. The
wall is otherwise in a good condition.

Inside western stable

The original surface of the stable walls remains very largely. Pointing was very full and the
mortar was left ‘off the trowel’ with a relatively smooth and tight face, therefore, and the
tool marks clearly seen. Thus applied externally, a mortar would suffer quite rapid surface
degradation due to the lime rich surface that a steel tool will promote. This has not
happened internally. It is possible that this pattern of pointing was applied externally in the
first instance but that the ‘shiny’ layer was quickly removed by frost action. It would not be
an appropriate finish for external repointing works carried out as part of this refurbishment
project but would be the correct pattern for any internal repointing. The stones glint
through this over-full pointing. Unusually, perhaps, there is no evidence that the inside walls
of the stables were ever limewashed, although limewashing might be considered as an
appropriate course of action during this project.

West wall
There is significant growth of algae upon the lower level of this wall primarily associated
with the laying of a concrete floor in more recent times. There has been some loss of mortar
also, associated with the movement of ground salts into the base of the wall. This will be
repointed after a brushing off of the algae and the reintroduction of a vapour permeable
floor. There is a separation crack against the north wall, which should be filled as above.
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North wall
Odd joints require repointing
East wall
Consolidate separation crack at junction with north wall only required.
South wall
Some small amount of rebidding of stones is required at the wall-top; odd joints require
repointing. The masonry of the door reveals requires repointing.

East stable
West wall
Algae growth as above which will be scrubbed down in association with resurfacing of the
floors. Odd joints only require repointing. There is a crack at the junction with the north wall
which will be consolidated with lime mortar and clay tile.
North wall
In a sound condition. Two stones are loose and should be rebedded.
East wall
Odd joints are deficient and should be repointed. Ordinary Portland cement should be
removed from the reveals of the later doorway before localised toothing out of stones in
association with the reblocking of this doorway with similar stone, finished inside to match
the adjoining masonry.
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South wall
Some stones at the wall-top are loose and will need to be rebedded. This wall is otherwise in
a good condition.
Generally, all internal walls of the stable will need to be brushed down with stiff bristle
brushes to remove dust and other detritus. Limewashing may be considered.

Priority of repairs
Repairs to roof and all joinery: immediately necessary
Masonry repairs and
necessary/necessary

removal

of

dung

from

cobbled

cartshed:

immediately

Re-fencing of missing section of fold yard wall: immediately necessary
Repairs to fold yard wall: necessary
Refurbishment of cobbled surface of fold yard: necessary/desirable.
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6.

BUILDING REPAIRS AND ALTERATIONS

Pilfit Schedule of Works
Section 1: Preliminaries and General Conditions
Section 2: Materials and Workmanship
Section 3: Schedule of Works

Section 1
1.1 PROJECT PARTICULARS
1.1.1 PROJECT: Repair and conservation to The Field Shelter, New Pilfit Farm, Colley Broach Road,
Newburgh, Coxwold, North Yorkshire.
1.1.2 CLIENT: Selina Scott, New Pilfit Farm.
1.1.3 CONTRACT ADMINSTRATOR: Nigel Copsey, Estate Office Stables, 90 Old Maltongate, Malton,
North Yorkshire, YO17 7EG. Telephone: 01653 690115/07845 739594 email:
nigelcopsey@hotmail.com
1.2
TENDER DOCUMENTS. Drawings PFS/1,2,3,4,5; detail sketches (joinery) historical analysis of
site
1.3
THE SITE
1.3.1 THE SITE: The Field Shelter, New Pilfit Farm, Colley Broach Road, Newburgh
1.3.2 EXISTING BUILDINGS ON THE SITE: the building and site are unoccupied; the site is across a
field adjacent and to the south of Colley Broach Road;
1.3.3 EXISTING MAINS AND SERVICES: there are no mains services
1.3.4 SITE ACCESS: no vehicular access will be available to the site at the tender stage; there is a
track from Colley Broach Road to the site: four wheel drive vehicle access will be possible
during the works, though this must be kept to a minimum.
1.3.5 SITE SECURITY: Subject to discussion with client, the site should be made secure and safe
from penetration by livestock throughout the project. Heras fencing will be required across
all openings and to the field side elevations of the building. All materials to be stored
securely within the site compound, which is to say, within the fold yard.
1.3.6 HEALTH AND SAFETY AND WELFARE: the contractor must allow for the provision of legal
minimum of health and safety and welfare facilities.
1.3.7 PARKING: except for deliveries, parking will be to the south east of the site, to either side of
the track and adjacent to Colley Broach Road.
1.3.8 SURROUNDING LAND AND ITS USES: the site is isolated from other buildings or dwellings;
the land around the site is either pasture or woodland. Sheep graze the pasture to east and
north of the site. Every care must be taken to keep grazing sheep from the site and ZERO
litter or other debris should be left anywhere on site or in the surrounding landscape.
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1.3.9

WILDLIFE MITIGATION: all trades on site must allow for liaison with an ecologist before any
works begin. All sensitive areas will be identified and will be marked by the ecologist, who
will advise upon mitigation and retention of habitat as part of the works
1.3.10 WASTE DISPOSAL: all waste materials will be removed from site as soon after their
generation as possible. Due to the sensitive nature of the site, open skips will not be
permitted and no skips or similar will be possible on the site itself. A closed skip will be
permitted adjacent to Colley Broach Road; materials must otherwise be carried away from
site by the contractor for disposal elsewhere. Materials will be recycled wherever possible.
1.3.11 UPON COMPLETION the site and adjoining land must be left clean and tidy and free of
damage, disruption and hazard.
1.3.12 SITE VISITS: Before tendering, a site inspection will be essential to assess the likely impact of
the site conditions and restrictions upon the cost.
2.1
2.1.1
2.1.2
2.1.3

2.1.4

2.1.5

2.1.6

2.1.7

MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP
GENERAL: all replacement or repair materials used will be like-for-like and fully compatible
with the original materials
STONE: all new or replacement stone will be a good match in geology, colour and character
to the original, approved by reference to the CA.
MORTAR: all new lime mortar will be mixed hot, using quicklime and sharp sands. No
additives will be permitted; no ordinary Portland cement will be permitted in any mortars or
anywhere on site. Mix will be 3 parts sharp sand (Travis Perkins): 2 parts Cook’s building
sand (Travis Perkins) : 1 part oolitic limestone dust: 2 parts quicklime (Buxton lime, Calbux
or Singleton Birch microlime supplied by Ecolime Ltd, Rosewood, Terrington, York YO60 6QB
Tel: 01653 648112. www.ecolime.co.uk . See Lime and pointing guide in appendix.
WOOD: all new timber will be like-for-like oak or scots pine, free from defect and not unduly
knotted. Oak will be European Oak. All new timber should be seasoned but untreated.
Repair joints will be half-lap scarf joints for purlin repairs; bridle joints for rafter repairs. (see
sketches attached). No chemical treatment of existing timbers on site will be permitted. All
wood will be unpainted.
IRONWORK: all new or replacement iron work will be hand forged and match the existing.
All new iron work to be supplied by David Cooper, Bridlington. Painted with satin finish
Hammerite, black
RAINWATER GOODS: new cast iron gutters, hopper and downpipes to be supplied by J and
JW Longbottom, Bridge Foundry, Holmfirth, Huddersfield HD9 7AW, Tel. 01484 682141.
Painted with satin finish Hammerite, black.
RECORDING: a full photographic record of repair works must be kept. Allow for the provision
of a photographic and descriptive record of all repair works to be submitted at the end of
the project.

Any variation of the above will not be permitted without prior consultation with and written
instruction from the contract administrator.
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WORKMANSHIP
All contractors working on the site will demonstrate appropriate experience and/or accreditation to
ply their trade upon the fabric the historic buildings; all will enjoy demonstrable facility in the use
and repair of traditional materials.
The principle of minimum intervention will apply throughout the contract. No works beyond the
scope of the schedule of works will be permitted without prior consultation with and written
instruction from the contract administrator.
APPROVED SPECIALIST SUPPLIERS:
Riven Scots Pine lath and nails:
Either Womersleys Ltd, Walkley Lane, Heckmondwike, WF16 0PG Tel: 01924 400 651
www.womersleys.co.uk or Mike Wye, Buckland Filleigh Sawmills, Buckland Filleigh, Devon, EX21
5RN, UK Tel: 01409 281 644 www.mikewye.co.uk
Chestnut fencing: Torry Hill Chestnut Fencing, The Chalk Pit, Lade Wood Farm, Doddington, Kent,
ME9 0ED, 01795 886020 www.torryhill.co.uk
Buxton Putty and quicklime: Womersleys Ltd
Singleton Birch quicklime: Ecolime Ltd, Rosewood, Terrington, York, YO60 6QB Tel: 01653 648112.
www.ecolime.co.uk .

St Astier Natural Hydraulic Lime: Womersleys Ltd
Sharp sand and Cook’s building sand: Travis Perkins, Malton.
Limestone dust, 5mm down: Whitewall Quarry, Norton

3. SCHEDULE OF WORKS
NB The schedule includes options which may be omitted or varied subject to investigation and/or
assessment. The detail of some items may be varied after pre-works consultation with an ecologist.
3.1 MASONRY
3.1.1 cartshed floor: carefully remove between 6 and 9 inches of composted dung to expose
cobbled floor. Pile composted dung in field for re-use. Brush and rinse off cobbled floor.
3.1.2 cartshed floor: allow for meeting with CA to assess condition of cobbled floor; allow for the
relaying of 1 metre squared of cobbled floor in a lime mortar base using existing cobbles.
3.1.3 stable floors: allow to break up and remove concrete floors of both stables.
3.1.4a: stable floors: allow to relay cobbled floors in both stables using new cobbles.
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3.1.4b: stable floors: allow to lay lime concrete floors in both stables, 2 parts aggregate: 1 part NHL
5.0.
3.1.5 fold yard: allow to excavate 6 number areas, each one metre square, removing vegetation and
hardcore/aggregate to expose original cobbled surface of fold yard. Allow for meeting with CA to
assess the condition of original cobbled surface.
3.1.6 fold yard: allow to carefully remove vegetation from surface of fold yard, setting this aside in
adjoining field; allow to carefully remove up to 3 inches depth of aggregate from the fold yard to
expose original cobbled surface, setting aggregate aside for possible reuse.
3.1.7a: fold yard: allow to repair 20% of cobbled surface; allow for new cobbles to 20% of the fold
yard.
3.1.7b: fold yard: allow to relay aggregate over original cobbled surface. Allow for laying of 20
tonnes new limestone aggregate, 20mm to dust.
3.1.8: fold yard wall: allow to repair all disrupted sections of this wall using like stone and lime
mortar.
3.1.9a: fold yard wall: allow to repoint deeper cavities of this wall. Assume repointing of 10% of the
wall using a hot lime mortar.
3.1.9b: fold yard wall: allow to repoint 80% of fold yard wall with lime mortar
3.1.10: fold yard wall: carefully stitch crack to north section of wall at east of gate using lime mortar
and helities.
3.1.11: fold yard gates and posts: allow to liase with joiner in the reinstatement of working gates to
the fold yard.
3.1.12: external wall, south elevation: repoint approx ½ metre square
3.1.13: external wall, south elevation: allow to insert 2 # new stones at either side of base of east
doorway.
3.1.14: external wall, east: allow to repoint 1 metre square at low level
3.1.15: external wall, east: allow to block lower two-thirds of current door opening with like stone
bedded in lime mortar; allow to tooth into existing masonry reveals (see drawing). Allow to liase
with joiner regarding introduction of new window.
3.1.16: external wall, east: consolidate and repoint area of deflected stone wall above oak lintol of
east doorway. This to be attended to after blocking of lower doorway and installation of new
window.
3.1.17: external wall, north: allow to investigate condition and composition of footings at the NW
corner. Allow to dig a trench 600mm wide and 600mm deep 2 metres long in each direction away
from this corner. Allow for assessment of footings with CA. Allow for back-filling of this trench.
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3.1.18: external wall, north: allow to stitch westernmost crack with clay tile and/or like stone; allow
to tooth out stones to either side of the crack in 5# courses to facilitate this; allow to deep-fill the
crack with lime mortar. The top 6 inches of the crack should be left open, the crack having been used
by swifts which will return annually.
3.1.19: external wall, north: allow to deep fill easternmost crack with lime mortar; allow to introduce
5# helities across the crack and extending 300mm to either side of it.
3.1.20: external wall, north: allow to rebuild upper two courses of external stone facing of wallplate
along two-thirds of the elevation using lime mortar. Allow for liaison with joiner and roofer over
timing of this repair.
3.1.21: external wall, north: allow to repoint 2 metres squared at low level; 1 metre squared at
higher levels.
3.1.22: external wall, west: allow to consolidate top of gable wall on the north side.
3.1.23: external wall, west: allow to repoint 3 metres squared at low level.
3.1.24: internal wall, west end: rebuild 1 metre squared with stone on site;
3.1.25: internal wall, west end: liaise with joiner to assist removal of decayed 3m section of tiebeam; consolidate adjoining masonry after replacement of section of tie-beam.
3.1.26: internal wall, west end: repoint 4m squared, deep-filling separation crack in NW corner.
3.1.27: internal wall, north: rebuild 2m linear of wall-top, liasing with joiner/roofer
3.1.28: internal wall, north: repoint 2m squared, replacing 2# missing stones.
3.1.29: internal east wall of cartshed: repoint 2m squared, lower wall; rebed 7# stones; deep-fill
separation cracking NE corner
3.1.30: internal west wall, west stable: clean down algae with bristle brushes and water; repoint 1m
squared; deep-fill separation crack, NW corner
3.1.31: internal wall, north, west stable: repoint odd open joint
3.1.32: internal wall, south, west stable: rebuild wall top where loose or missing; repoint odd joints;
repoint doorway reveals as necessary
3.1.33: internal wall, west, east stable: scrub down algae, repoint odd joints and fill separation crack
3.1.34: internal wall, north, east stable: rebed 2# stones
3.1.35: internal wall, east, east stable: dry brush down wall; repoint odd open joints.
3.1.36: internal wall, east, east stable: remove all ordinary Portland cement mortar from reveals of
east doorway prior to its reblocking
3.1.37: internal wall, south, east stable: consolidate wall top; repoint doorway reveals as necessary
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3.2 IRONWORK
3.2.1 iron columns: working with the joiner/roofer, allow to prop the trusses so that the iron
columns may be adjusted as necessary.
3.2.2 iron columns: allow to check condition of all bolts and fixings. Allow PS of £500 for replacement
of these, like for like.
3.2.3 iron columns: brush off all corrosion with fine stainless steel brushes before painting with satin
finish Hammerite, black, as per manufacturer’s instructions.
3.2.4 rainwater goods: carefully remove existing plastic guttering and discard; allow for replacement
with simple square-section sand-cast iron guttering with matching hopper and downpipe and fixings
to be supplied by J and JW Longbottom. Allow for provision of grey-water butt at east end of
building, outside of the fold yard. Paint using satin finish Hammerite, black, as per manufacturer’s
instructions.
3.2.5: door furniture: allow for in situ refurbishment and reuse of all existing door furniture and
reproduction of matching where this is missing.

3.3 ROOFING
Allow for scaffolding of all external elevations and for all necessary staging within the building to
facilitate the safe and efficient execution of these works. Scaffolding should also serve masonry
repairs to all elevations.
3.3.1: carefully strip pantiles from roof, setting aside all sound tiles for re-use. Carefully remove all
stone ridge tiles and set aside for re-use. Allow for assessment of all roof timbers at this stage.
3.3.2: carefully remove all corrugated iron sheeting and set aside for disposal
3.3.3a: allow for 20% replacement of roofing battens, like-for-like. The emphasis will be upon
localised repair of decayed sections of batten, except where repairs to common rafters and purlins
necessitate removal of battens in which case
3.3.3b: allow for the removal of all roofing battens and their setting aside for re-use
3.3.4: allow for 100% replacement of the north wallplate in oak; bed wallplate on continuous bed of
lime mortar as per pointing mortar.
3.3.5: allow for 100% replacement of the beam/wallplate of the south side of the cartshed in oak
3.3.6: allow for the replacement of 1 complete rafter and the repair with bridle-jointed sections of
new timber of 10# rafter ends to the north side of the cart shed in oak
3.3.7: allow for the repair with bridle jointed sections of new timber of 8# rafter ends, north side of
cart shed in oak
3.3.8: allow for the scarf repair in oak of 6# lower purlin ends, north side of the roof
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3.3.9: allow for the scarf repair in oak of 2# upper purlin ends, south side of roof.
3.3.10: rebatten the roof over the cartshed using original battens
3.3.11: relath both sides of the roof over the cartshed with new riven scots pine lath, reusing
surviving original lath as far as possible
3.3.12: all lath to be fully torched with a haired quicklime mortar as new pantiles are laid.
3.3.13: over west stable, replace north wallplate 100%
3.3.14: over west stable, allow 5m squared of new riven scots pine lath to patch repair existing
3.3.15: allow to fully torch lath of roof 100%
3.3.16 over east stable, scarf repair one end of lower purlin, north side
3.3.17: allow to patch repair the lath as necessary
3.3.18: allow to fully torch roof 100%
3.3.19: central truss: allow to piece in new quarter section of seasoned oak to upper north west end
of tie-beam to strengthen the mortice and tenon joint between principal rafter and tie-beam
3.3.20: allow to pantile whole roof, reusing original pantiles and supplying reclaimed pantiles to
match. ‘New’ pantiles to be randomly distributed amongst the originals of the south roof. Original
pantiles surviving at east end of north roof to be returned to this end. New or reclaimed pantiles to
replace corrugated iron sheet sections.
3.3.21: rebed all sound stone ridges previously set aside, replacing approx 2m of clay ridge tiles with
new or reclaimed North York Moors sandstone ridge. Ridges to be bedded upon lime mortar: 2 parts
sharp sand: 1 part St Astier Natural Hydraulic Lime 3.5.
3.3.22: point gable end soffits of pantiles with lime mortar, as in 3.3.21.

3.4 OTHER JOINERY
3.4.1: allow to replace 3 metres of gable wall-plate, east side of west gable, at north end, reattaching
this to north wallplate.
3.4.2: doorway, west stable: allow to carefully remove oak door-frame and doors, retaining all
joinery and ironmongery for repair, refurbishment and re-use
3.4.3: doorway, west stable: allow for scissor scarf repair to feet of jambs and reattachment of
stirrups to same
3.4.4: doorway, west stable: allow for like-for-like replacement of lower bar of ventilation panel and
for re-use of existing and provision of new slats for same.
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3.4.5: doorway, west stable: allow for supply and fix of new lower barn door in oak, detailed as per
surviving upper barn door. Re-use ironmongery from existing plywood door.
3.4.6: doorway, west stable: allow to refurbish upper barn door as necessary
3.4.7: doorway, west stable: reassemble repaired doorway joinery and refix.
3.4.8: window, west stable: carefully remove existing window retaining all for repair, refurbishment
and re-use.
3.4.9a: window, west stable: allow for new scarf joints at foot of jambs
3.4.9b: window, west stable: allow for resin repair of jamb feet and mechanical attachment of r/h
jamb to new cill.
3.4.10: window, west stable: re-assemble with new oak cill to original pattern and new slats as
necessary and reinstall
3.4.10 allow for like-for-like replacement of inner cill
3.4.11 west stable: allow for scarf or metal brace repair of central section of lower bar of hay rack
3.4.12: west stable: allow for supply and fix of new manger reusing all sound elements of collapsed
original and modelled on surviving manger inside east stable
3.4.13: doorway, east stable: allow to carefully remove oak door-frame and doors, retaining all
joinery and ironmongery for repair, refurbishment and re-use
3.4.14: doorway, east stable: allow for scissor scarf repair to feet of jambs and reattachment of
stirrups to same
3.4.15: doorway, east stable: allow for like-for-like replacement of lower bar of ventilation panel and
for re-use of existing and provision of new slats for same.
3.4.16: doorway, east stable: allow for refurbishment of surviving upper barn door
3.4.17a: doorway, east stable: allow for refurbishment and like-for-like repair of existing lower barn
door
3.4.17b: doorway, east stable: allow for like-for-like supply of new lower barn door
3.4.18: doorway, east stable: allow for reassembly and reinstatement of repaired doorway reusing
original ironmongery.
3.4.19: window, east stable: carefully remove existing window retaining all for repair, refurbishment
and re-use.
3.4.20: window, east stable: replace l/h, west jamb with new oak jamb to same dimension as existing
r/h jamb
3.4.21: window, east stable: provide new oak cill to same pattern as original
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3.4.22: window, east stable: provide new oak slats as necessary
3.4.23: window, east stable: reassemble and re-install
3.4.24: east stable: allow to replace inner cill like-for-like
3.4.25: east stable: scarf repair or metal brace to decayed centre of lower bar of hay-rack
3.4.26: east stable: allow to clean down and refurbish in situ existing manger as necessary
3.4.27: east stable: supply and fix new oak window to original window opening of east wall,
matching pattern and detail of windows to south elevation. The head of this window will be scribed
to meet sagging lintol above.
3.4.28: east gable: allow for supply and fix of 3 # new oak ‘cills’ beneath ventilation pipes. Allow for
50mm projection from the wall-line
3.4.29a: east boundary, to north of east gateway: allow to supply and fix new fence of riven chestnut
sheep hurdles as supplied by Torry Hill Chestnut Fencing, The Chalk Pit, Lade Wood Farm,
Doddington, Kent, ME9 0ED, 01795 886020 www.torryhill.co.uk
3.4.29b: east boundary, to north of east gateway: allow to supply and fix new sweet chestnut Torry
Panel fencing as per supplier’s specification.
3.4.30: habitat mitigation: allow to supply 10 number bird boxes and 10 number bat boxes to be
erected by agreement and in consultation within woodland adjacent to the site.
3.4.31: habitat mitigation: allow to supply and install 1 number barn owl box, location upon building
or in mature trees adjacent to building to be agreed.
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Appendices

1) Extract from English Heritage/Countryside Commission, Historic Farmsteads Preliminary
Character Statement, Yorkshire and the Humber (2006) pp28-29.

A major development – as observed by the agricultural journalist James Caird writing in the 1850s – was an
increased distinction between the intensively cropped landscapes of the eastern half of the country, and the
wetter and more pastoral-based economies of the western half.
There were several key drivers behind this development:
• Higher grain prices from 1750, peaking during the Napoleonic Wars (1794–1815), were joined from
around 1840 by a steady increase in meat and dairy prices, both the result of population growth and the demands
of an increasingly affluent urban population.
• The strengthening of a national market, facilitated by the ever-expanding transport infrastructure (of canals,
improved river and road communications and the railways) and the growing importance of middlemen, both of
which facilitated the marketing of food.
• Marked increases in land prices from the 1760s.This increased the incentive especially of estates to invest,
outgoings on repairs and improvements occupying an increasing share of gross rentals from this period to as
much as 25% by the 1850s (Mingay 1989, pp.602–3).
• Increasing interest and involvement by government: for example through the Board of Agriculture set up in 1793
(and which immediately set about the commissioning of its famous county studies in order to gather information
on best practice); and from the late 1840s the establishment of loan companies for buildings and drainage, which
added to the development of a national banking system.
• Textbook and journal literature such as The Book of Farm Buildings by Stephens & Scott Burn (1861), and the
examples of best practice included in J Bailey Denton’s Farm Homesteads of England (1863). Agricultural
societies, from farmers’ clubs to the Royal Agricultural Society of England (RASE) founded in 1837, played an
important role through their shows and publications.The Royal Agricultural College was established at
Cirencester in 1845, and – as seen in the founding of the Rothamstead experimental station in 1832 – the
following two decades witnessed the development of agricultural chemistry and veterinary science.
• The accelerating trend towards larger farming units, both through purchase of smaller farms by more substantial
tenants and freeholders, and through estate policy.This was especially pronounced on the poorer soils, which
often required the highest levels of capital investment.
• The role of estates, through the development of the land agent profession, investment in infrastructure
(especially buildings and drainage) and the encouragement through leases of improved husbandry techniques by
their tenants. Estate polices were also a major factor in the rationalisation of holdings and the emergence of
larger farms.
• Enclosure.This was often a major factor in increasing output, through facilitating new rotations of crops and the
improvement of grassland and stock management. Expenses associated with enclosure –of fencing, hedging and
ditching (as much as 50% of the cost), and occasionally the construction of new steadings and buildings (which
could be 17%) – increased the incentive of small owners and occupiers with little capital to sell to larger
landowners (Wade Martins 1995, p.83). An additional incentive to enclosure was the doubling of rents that could
result.
• Improvements in livestock, for example the emergence by 1850 of the Shorthorn as the leading cattle breed and
the replacement of the horned wool-producing varieties of sheep by sheep bred for their meat and manuring
value.
• The widespread adoption of improved grasses such as sainfoin and winter feed-crops such as turnips,
accompanied by the production of better seeds and farm machinery and the efficient distribution of good manure
by livestock increasingly wintered in yards or buildings.
• Drainage through traditional techniques, such as bush drains and U-shaped tiles and from the 1840s tile pipes,
the use of these being concentrated on the heavy soils of the Midland clays.
• The improvement of soils through liming and marling. Farmstead design was being affected by the widespread
introduction of new types of building and layout, and from the 1840s by the widespread extension of
mechanisation (for preparing feed and threshing), the increasing availability of mass-produced fittings and
materials, and the adoption of industrial and scientific principles to the accommodation and feeding of
everincreasing numbers of livestock.The building of planned steadings for some estates and wealthy farmers, in
the period up to 1840 concentrated in the eastern lowlands, was accompanied by the rebuilding or adaptation of
many thousands of existing steadings with cattle yards and buildings, and the replacement of the traditional
threshing barn by the multi-functional and much smaller mixing barn (see Figure 23, bottom). In some areas,
regional differences were beginning to disappear: for example, the removal of floors and walls for livestock and
lofts in the combination barns in the wood pasture areas of Suffolk and the eastern Weald attest to the fact that
they were becoming part of eastern England’s arable region, as recognised by James Caird who conducted a
survey of British agriculture for The Times in 1850–51 (Caird 1852).
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2)
Craftsmen working on the Newburgh Estate, second half of the Nineteenth Century:
Masons: 1869: James Fox (lead mason); Thomas Scott
1879: William Fox
1882: Christopher Fox, Joe Passman, H Walker
Joiners:

1883: Henry Passman

3)

Level
DocumentRef
Title
Date
AccessStatus
Description

Collection
ZDV
FAUCONBERG (BELASYSE) OF NEWBURGH PRIORY ARCHIVE
12th century-20th century
Open
Title deeds including cartularies and schedules 1246-1432; title deeds
relating to the Newburgh estate 1270-1921; Easingwold and Huby 16131848; Alne and Tollerton 1618-1688; Sutton on the Forest 1634-1669;
Old Byland 14th century-1777 including Byland Abbey; Leake, Sigston,
Silton and Kepwick 1294-1862; Yarm 1460-1819; Kirby Misperton and
Pickering 1190-1667; Darcy family property in Brotton 1595-1607,
Hornby near Catterick 1578-1600, Newton under Roseberry 1624,
Nunthorpe 1624, Whorlton 1593, certificate of homage 1451; Wombwell
estate including Ardelsy in Darfield 1767-1841, Smithley and Wombwell
1778-1779, Bolton on Dearne 1355, Royston 1841, Burton/Bretton
Abbey estate 1725-1786; various locations in Yorkshire including Bolton
in Craven (Bolton Abbey) 1539, Borrowby in Lyth 1602, Bramley near
Leeds n.d., Brandsby 1240-1250, Great Broughton 1630, Gatenby 1594,
South Holme in Hovingham 1608, Kexby 1594, Marton by
Boroughbridge 1674, Myton 1563, East Newton 1692-1797,
Northallerton 1200, Ripon and Aldburgh 1314-1599, Ryther 1597,
Cornborough next Sheriff Hutton 1564, Swetton 1180-1200, Thorpe
Arche and Walton Follifoot 17th century, York 1547-1611; County
Durham including Auckland, Brancepeth, Butterwick, Durham including
wills of John Lampton 1531 and Isabell Claxton 1533, Hartlepool,
Henknowle, Pelton, Staindrop, Stanhope, Stockton, Wolviston 12701674; the estate of the Davenports of Sutton in Cheshire 1295-1776; the
estate of the Bartons of Smithills in Lancashire 1250-1700; the Betham
and Fowler family properties in Staffordshire and Warwickshire 13071734; West Yorkshire, Bramley c1225; South Yorkshire, Bolton on
Dearne 1355; Cumberland 1653; Middlesex 1488-1855; Surrey 17251779; Buckinghamshire and Oxfordshire 1488-1649; Gloucestershire
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1277; Lincolnshire 1591; Suffolk 1557-1841; Scotland 1240-1250;
Ireland 1782-1801; Wales 1700.
Belasyse family wills, settlements and mortgages including original deeds
and related papers 1416-1824.
Wombwell family wills, settlements, mortgages and law cases with
personal, official and estate papers including original deeds and related
papers 1764-1903.
Estate and manorial records including general estate records 1680-1810;
surveys 1755-1914; rentals and accounts 1608-1939; Easingwold and
Huby 1620-1935; Alne and Tollerton 1611-1935; Yarm 1614-1815;
Aldwark, Alne, Coxwold, Newburgh, Coulton, Oulston including
Oulston brickyard account book 1851-1869, Yearsley, Husthwaite,
Kepwick and Silton manors 1633-1847; Old Byland 1598-1889; Sutton
on the Forest 1634-1792; County Durham 1700-1757; Lancashire,
Cheshire, Stafffordshire and Nottinghamshire 1410-1761; account book
of Arthur Palmer, steward(?) of Lord Fauconberg and (after 1700) of his
widow at Sutton Court, Chiswick 1685-1708; Newburgh estate surveyors'
notebooks - Easingwold c1840, drainage c1851-1861; office diary 1852;
diaries containing notes on rents and rates 1873, 1877-1878;
miscellaneous correspondence and papers c1820-1905; game book 18551923; drainage improvement deeds 1864-1871.
Maps and plans covering Newburgh 1605-1875, Oulston 1722-1857,
Thornton Hill 1723-1851, Coxwold 18th century-1853, Old Byland 16th
century-1879, Thirkleby 1838, Husthwaite 1840-1878, Baxby 1840,
Yearsley 1840-1875, Thornton cum Baxby 1840, Kilburn 1841,
Oswaldkirk 1841, Oldstead 1846-1879, Angram Grange 1853, Brandsby
1862, Wass 1879-20th century, Over Silton 1840-1941, Cundall 1889,
Sutton on the Forest 18th century, Danby in Cleveland 1840, Humberside
1841-1848, York to Knaresborough Railway line 1845, Hull to Malton
and Northallerton Railway line 1846, Ryton 1844.
Personal and official papers relating to Sir William Belasyse (d.1604)
1477-1604, Sir Henry Belasyse (d.1624) 1560s-1651 and Sir Thomas
Belasyse 1st Lord Fauconberg (d.1652) 1560s-1651, Thomas Belasyse
2nd Lord Fauconberg (Earl Fauchonberg of the first creation) 1639-1712,
3rd Viscount and 4th Viscount (1st Earl Fauconberg of the second
creation) 1653-1773, Henry 2nd Earl Fauconberg 1776-1801, Belasys of
Brancepeth 1705-1770, papers of TE Wynn Belasyse 1802-1835, Julia
Countess of Jersey (mother in law of Sir GO Wombwell 4th bart.) 18421893.
Genealogical and heraldic manuscripts 15th century-1805.
Trustee records 1608-1856.
Legal papers, Belasyse v Wombwell 1563-1865; Exchequer case,
Wombwell v Trinity College, Cambridge regarding the liability of
Newburgh estate to pay tithes c1825-1838.
Parish, militia and land tax records 1692-1903 including Oulston
constables' assessments and Coxwold churchwardens' records.
Miscellaneous records 1535-1940 including medicinal receipts,
inventories of goods and Roger Pilkington's narrative.
ZDV/I Title Deeds
ZDV/II Belasyse Family Wills, Settlements and Mortgages
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ZDV/III Wombwell Family Wills, Settlements, Mortgages and Law
Cases with
Personal, Official and Estate Papers
ZDV/V Estate and Manorial Records
ZDV/VI Maps and Plans
ZDV/X Personal and Official Papers
ZDV/XI Genealogical and Heraldic Manuscripts
ZDV/XII Trustee Records
ZDV/XV Legal Papers
ZDV/XXV Parish, Militia and Land Tax Records
ZDV/XXX Miscellaneous Records
This collection has been listed to item level. A detailed paper catalogue is
available at North Yorkshire County Record Office.
Documents from Newburgh Priory comprise the archives of the Belasyse
and Wombwell families and a substantial part of the archives of the
family of Fairfax of Gilling. The MSS were examined by the Reverend
WD Macray and Mrs SC Lomas on behalf of the Historical Manuscripts
Commission who published a report on them in the Report on
Manuscripts in Various Collections, vol II, 1903. This contained a large
number of detailed abstracts and transcripts arranged, irrespective of
provenance, in fairly strict chronological order, records of the Fairfax
family being intermixed with records of the Belasyse family. By the
standards of modern archival practice, this arrangement is confusing and
misleading. The Belasyse and Wombwell families were closely
connected, but the Fairfax family was not and so the records have been
disentangled from the main collection. They are treated as an entirely
separate archive: the Fairfax of Gilling Archive (reference ZDV(F)).
Although there was a Belasyse-Fairfax marriage in the sixteenth century,
there was no inheritance of Fairfax property by the Belasyse family
through that or any later marriage to explain the presence of the archives
of the Fairfax family at Newburgh. The Fairfax records were almost
certainly taken to Newburgh by Lord Fauconberg as trustee and executor
of Anne Fairfax daughter of the last Lord Fairfax of Gilling. He and his
sisters were friends, neighbours and contemporaries of Anne and he
became trustee of her settlement in 1782 and executor when she died in
1793.
The Belasyse family were settled in county Durham in the middle ages
and took their name from (or gave it to) a place near Billingham. This
property, with Wolviston close by, was granted to Durham priory in
exchange for property at Henknowle near Bishop Auckland in 1379.
Some mediaeval and a few later deeds of these and other county Durham
properties are in ZDV/I/70.
It was not until the dissolution of the monasteries that the centre of the
family's interests moved to Yorkshire. The brothers Richard and Anthony
Belasyse acquired the site of Newburgh Priory and property of Byland
Abbey from 1539 onwards. These properties were inherited by Richard's
son Sir William Belasyse. Through the sixteenth, seventeenth and
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eighteenth centuries the Newburgh estate (in the townships of Newburgh
Coxwold, Yearsley, Oulston, Thornton on the Hill, Angram Grange) and
the Old Byland estate were enlarged and consolidated by the descendants
of Sir William who were granted the titles of baronet in 1611, Baron
Fauconberg of Yarm in 1627, Viscount Fauconberg of Henknowle in
1643, and Earl Fauconberg in 1689: this last title died with its holder in
1700 and was recreated in 1756. The principal title deeds of the estate at
Newburgh and its close vicinity are listed under ZDV/I/5, and those of
the Old Byland estate at ZDV/I/25.
In the vicinity of Newburgh the estate was considerably extended by
aquisition of manors and lands in Alne and Tollerton in 1618 (ZDV/I/15),
Easingwold in the 1630s (ZDV/I/10) and Sutton on the Forest in 1634
(ZDV/I/20). Further afield in the North Riding, property at Kirby
Misperton near Pickering, including the manor of Lund, was acquired in
1599 (ZDV/I/40), and an estate at Kepwick, Silton and Cowesby was
acquired in 1631 (ZDV/I/30). The Yarm estate began to be acquired
about 1614 with the purchase of the manor (ZDV/I/35). The Belasyse
family evidently had property and interests elsewhere in the North Riding
for many odd deeds survive for various places and dates, but it is not
always possible to determine the precise connection. Some deeds were
probably acquired through a connection with the Darcy family of Hornby
Castle: the sister of the first lord Fauconberg married Sir Conyers Darcy,
later Lord Darcy, from whom Sir Henry Belasyse purchased the Yarm
manor and estate. Deeds of Darcy family properties may have come into
the hands of the Belasyse family at that time either by mistake or in
relation to family settlements and trusts.
Profitable marriages extended Belasyse estates far outside Yorkshire. In
1622 a marriage to the heiress of the Barton family of Smithills brought
estates in Lancashire, especially in the vicinity of Bolton (ZDV/I/80). In
the later 17th century a marriage to the heiress of the Davenport family
brought estates at Sutton near Macclesfield (ZDV/I/75) and probably also
property in Buckinghamshire (ZDV/I/105) and Middlesex (ZDV/I/95). In
the eighteenth century marriages of successive generations brought
estates in the counties of Staffordshire and Warwickshire and elsewhere
(ZDV/I/85). For some places it is not clear what is the precise connection
with the Belasyse family.
On 23 March 1802 the second Earl Fauconberg died leaving three
daughters. There was no heir to the earldom. His titles of Viscount
Fauconberg of Henknowle and Baron Fauconberg of Yarm passed to his
second cousin but became likewise extinct in 1815. His estates were
divided between his daughters and disagreements about who should pay
debts and charges on them led to a long Chancery suit. When the elder
daughter died in 1825 without children the principal estate of Newburgh
which had been her share passed to her nephew George Wombwell, the
daughter of her sister Anne who had married Sir George Wombwell. The
Wombwells had estates at and around Wombwell near Barnsley in the
West Riding and in Suffolk. There was a long period during which
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various law firms were acting for various sets of trustees and various
family members. Eventually the Newburgh Priory estate and some other
parts of the original Fauconberg estates came to the Wombwell family,
but between 1801 and 1825 there was much overlapping of interests
between the Newburgh Priory estate and the Wombwell family estate,
and the division between the archives of the two is not always
immediately clear, since the documents have become confused over the
years. Some attempt has been made to disentangle them but further
investigation would probably reveal inaccuracies in allocation of some
documents to particular categories.
The youngest daughter of the last Earl Fauconberg, Elizabeth, inherited
the Sutton estate near Macclesfield. This part of the Belasyse estates
therefore passed to her husband the Earl of Lucan. The second daughter
Anne inherited the estates in Yarm, Old Byland, Over Silton, Nether
Silton, Leake and Lund in Yorks and Henknowle and Copy Crook in
Durham. When she died in 1809 they passed to her husband for his life
and her son George Wombwell. The Yarm estate was very shortly
afterwards sold by the Wombwells for ?35,000 - the initial contract was
made in 1812, but the conveyance was not finalised until 1819 (see ZIQ
at North Yorkshire County Record Office). The Kepwick estate which
fell to the eldest daughter Charlotte was put up for sale in 1805 and
purchased by Joshua Crompton for ?14,000: various complications over
the family trusts, debts and titheable status delayed completion of all
formalities until the late 1820s, and ?3600 of the purchase money was
retained in a trust fund until a dispute about tithes was settled (ZDV/I/30;
see also ZCM). Silton remained in the hands of the Wombwell family
until 1866.
The Sutton on the Forest estate, acquired in the early 17th century,
appears to have been sold by the last Earl Fauconberg towards the end of
his life: it was not part of the estates bequeathed in his will. (ZDV/I/20;
ZDV/V/401).
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Various younger children of the Belasyse family flourished in county
Durham and elsewhere after the establishment of Newburgh in Yorkshire
as the seat of the eldest representative. The younger son of the Richard
Belasyse who acquired Newburgh for example inherited his father's
estate at Morton in Houghton le Spring, and purchased property at
Owton, all of which passed to his brother's younger son. A descendant of
this younger branch of the family, Sir Henry Belasyse, was a professional
soldier in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth century and acquired
Potto in the North Riding and Brancepeth Castle in county Durham. His
granddaughter Bridget died unmarried in 1774 and left her Brancepeth
estate to her fifth cousin once removed, Henry the last Earl Fauconberg
(see ZDV/X/17 for personal and official records of Belasyse of
Brancepeth and ZDV/V/50 for rentals and accounts of these estates).
Parts of this collection have been microfilmed [MIC 0139, 0164, 0194,
0195, 0637, 0657, 0658, 0997, 1002, 1042, 1117, 1145, 1271, 1269,
1282, 1283, 1284, 1285, 1308, 1341, 1352, 1354, 1358, 1369, 1370,
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1440, 1504, 1548, 1601, 1618, 1966, 1982, 1997, 2005, 2006, 2010,
2030, 2031, 2035, 2120, 2889, 2894, 3091, 3167, 3372, 3589, 3644,
3645, 3989, 3990, 4029, 4077, 4209].
RelatedMaterial See also ZCM, ZIQ and ZDV(F) at North Yorkshire County Record
Office.
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